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off from the mercury by squeezing it through chamois leather usually contains about 1 part of gold to 2 parts of mercury, but it is doubtful whether this is a homogeneous mixture. The composition of a saturated solid solution of mercury in gold may, therefore, be regarded as unknown, with a presumption in favour of the view that mercury is present to the extent of not less than 60 per cent. This saturated solid solution is " wetted " by fresh mercury, but if more mercury is added the excess can be removed by filtering under pressure. Pasty amalgam is left in the filter.bag, and becomes " drier " and less pasty the more the pressure is increased, until the whole of the liquid phase has been removed. The amount of pressure, however, does not alter the composition, either of the liquid or the solid phase.
On the application of heat, crystals of gold amalgam lose their contained mercury, but without change of their shape, and to some extent they retain their surface lustre. From the crystal structure it would appear that after heating, a porous mass remains, in which the interstitial spaces are the places, from which the easily volatilised component—i.e., the mercury—has been removed. The original outer shape, however, is preserved. Similar phenomena of residual porous structure have been observed in the case of other amalgams, such as those of chromium and manganese.
From an observation by Souza1 that at a concentration corresponding to the formula Au9Hg a decided diminution in the rate of evaporation of the mercury occurred, it was concluded that there should exist a compound having this formula. But it was shown later by Merz and Weitli2 that these crystals still continue to give off their mercury very slowly after this particular concentration has been passed, and figures are given to prove their contention (see Table X.).
TABLE   X.



Boiling Sulplmr.
Boiling Mercury.
'51   « <*
444° C.
353° C.

Time (Hours).
Per Cent. Mercury in ^Residue.
' Time (Hours).
Per Cent. Mercury in Residue.
1       IVr Cent. /TJ imo                Mercury (Hours).            in lu.Hj<hie.
20
1-07
24
2-63
24                      7-80
44
0-40
75
1-75
48                      5-3
60
0-33
114
1-48
75                     4-5


134
1-43



1
It has been noted as a general principle that the tendency to form intermediate series of crystals diminishes with rise in the atomic weight in the same periodic system. Such crystals do appear in the case of copper and silver amalgams, and in the former more readily than in the latter, HO that it is not surprising that they are absent in the gold amalgams.
It has been shown by MacPhail Smith,3 in studying the phenomena of diffusion that gold does not dissolve in mercury in the form of free atoms,
1  Souza, JBer., 1876, 8, 1616 ; 9, 1050.
2  Merz and Weitb, Ber., 1881, 8,1616 ; 9, 1050 ; 14, 143S. a MacP. Smith, Ann. Plnjx., 1908, 25, [iv.], 252.

